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Welcome
As we continued to adjust to uncertainties caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, 2021 was a year of sustained
resilience. Alongside the general fatigue and burnout associated with the pandemic and upended routines, the year
began with increased violence against those in the Asian American and Pacific Islander communities, and the trial of
Derek Chauvin for the murder of George Floyd. The availability of the COVID-19/coronavirus vaccine created both
hope and more uncertainty as Stinson’s attorneys and staff tried to determine how to return to the office safely. The
firm wasn’t immune to “The Great Resignation” – the unprecedented number of people who were looking to leave
their jobs – which added to the stress as the firm, too, lost wonderful colleagues to new opportunities.
Yet despite the onslaught of challenges, we have also experienced several silver linings. Stinson installed
Allison Murdock as its new Managing Partner. Murdock has served on Stinson’s Diversity Committee and has
embedded diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) into her strategic vision for the firm. Another silver lining was that
Stinson’s turnover rate of underrepresented attorneys (i.e., attorneys who are women, people of color, LGBTQ+,
people with disabilities and veterans) was only 12% without retirements - far below the 41%-52% predicted by
various workforce studies due to The Great Resignation, and significantly below the annual big law attorney attrition
rate of 18%. Recognizing the increasing importance of well-being to Stinson, the firm also hired its first Director of
Well-Being, Krista Larson. Larson works closely with the D&I Department to address the unique well-being issues
faced by underrepresented populations, due to experiences with microaggressions and bias. Finding comprehensive
solutions to challenges faced by caregivers, women, people of color, people with disabilities, LGBTQ+ individuals and
veterans is central to Stinson’s diversity, equity and inclusion efforts.
We are extremely grateful for the firm leadership’s ongoing support of our DEI efforts, the tireless work of the
Diversity Committee and the D&I Department, as well as the countless attorneys and staff who have dedicated
their time to advancing our goals. While there is still much to do, we invite you to read through the rest of this
annual report to learn more about our efforts to thrive by fostering an increasingly equitable and inclusive firm.

Pat Konopka, Diversity Committee Co-Chair

Shane Swanson, Diversity Committee Co-Chair
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Developed Gender Transition
Guidelines
Created 1L
Minority Fellowship

30k

Launched
5-episode Big
Law Success
Podcast

Launched women’s business
development initiative

R.I.S.E.

Signed on to ABA’s WellBeing Pledge and launched the
Well-Being Committee

th

Established D&I Champion award

02

Launched Work Allocation
Monitoring System pilot program

5

Joined Leadership
Council on Legal
Diversity (LCLD)
Pathfinders program

D&I
contributions
included in all
performance
evaluations

2019

2018

6

Legal career
pipeline programs
supported

Annual
Diversity
Week

Trained all
interviewers and
evaluators on
unconscious bias

Began monitoring diversity of
pitch teams

Launched Accelerate -a pilot
sponsorship program
Created caregiver
support groups
during Covid-19
Joined Law Firm
Antiracism
Alliance
Expanded parental leave and
added ramp up time

2021

Stinson has a long history of commitment to diversity, equity
and inclusion. Here’s a snapshot of our key efforts over the last four years.

2020

OUR JOURNEY
Allison Murdock elected first
female Managing Partner
Offered the option to add
pronouns to firm profiles
Updated diversity categories
in recognition of
non-binary individuals
and people of Middle
Eastern/North
African descent

100%
Summer associate
class was diverse

Increased training and
support in response to
wide-spread racial and
social injustice
Utilized bias mitigation
checklists in recruiting
and evaluation processes

5

Director of Well-Being,
Krista Larson, conducted
focus groups with a
strong emphasis on DEI.

th

Anniversary of the
D&I Department

Designated as a Mansfield
Certified Plus law firm
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2021 Highlights
PREPARING FOR A NEW NORMAL: THE HYBRID WORK ENVIRONMENT
Stinson’s flexible work policy has created a hybrid work environment where, on any given day, a portion of attorneys and staff
will work in the office, while others work from home. Hybrid work environments offer both equity-enhancing and
equity-reducing elements. On the equity-enhancing side, studies show that some traditionally marginalized employees felt that
conditions improved with the ability to work from home — some parents or caregivers reported experiencing better work-life
integration; some people of color reported experiencing less bias or microaggressions; some people with disabilities reported
no longer having to navigate workplace accommodations. Maintaining flexibility also has become a key factor in recruiting and
retaining certain populations.
On the equity-reducing side, people who are in the office more frequently than those who are not may have more networking
opportunities and visibility, increasing their chances of receiving career-enhancing assignments and promotions, as it is easier
to cultivate relationships through in-person engagements. Working in the office can also help foster new relationships through
random hallway encounters. One study found that a larger percentage of women and people of color prefer to work from
home. Accordingly, some underrepresented attorneys and staff may have a preference for greater flexibility to work remotely,
due to caregiving responsibilities, burnout or to shield themselves from bias and microaggressions. The increased flexibility is
important to meet the changing demands of the workforce and helps to mitigate attrition. However, relationship-building is
crucial for success in the legal profession.
In an effort to mitigate equity-reducing effects caused by a hybrid work environment, the D&I Department raised awareness
on these issues and collaborated with Human Resources to prepare tips and toolkits to help attorneys and administrative
leaders in developing inclusive behaviors. Some examples include scheduling regular check-ins that allow for team building and
bonding, creating communication structures that allow for continuous information sharing and strategies for hybrid meetings
to ensure equitable participation.

SUPPORTING WELL-BEING FROM A DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND INCLUSION LENS
In 2019, Stinson signed on to the American Bar Association’s (ABA) Well-Being Pledge. The goals of the pledge are to raise
awareness of the high rates of substance abuse and mental health challenges that often go unrecognized or untreated in the
legal profession, facilitate a reduction in the incidence of mental health distress and improve well-being for legal professionals.
Consideration of diversity, equity and inclusion in well-being efforts is especially important given the high rates of anxiety and
depression among people from marginalized communities due to experiences with bias, isolation due to lack of representation
and microaggressions coupled with the stigma associated with seeking assistance.
In March, Stinson’s Allies Network and Well-Being Committee cohosted a “Mindfulness in Uncertain Times” training
session for the firm’s attorneys and staff, facilitated by Jarrett Green, M.A., Esq. He introduced participants to practices of
mindfulness as a tool to navigate uncertainty and difficult experiences. Grounded in the neuroscience of mindfulness, Green
guided attendees through various mindfulness exercises designed to help them experience greater self-awareness, resiliency
and emotional well-being during challenging times.
In April, Stinson hosted a firm-wide session with a group counselor specializing in trauma and issues of civil unrest to help
address the stress caused by reports of ongoing violence against people of color, political tensions and overall pandemic fatigue.
Stinson attorneys and staff shared their feelings of grief and frustration, as well as their experiences and thoughts.
In May, Stinson held its annual Well-Being Week. This year’s theme focused on mental health and well-being during difficult
times. To help advance the lessons of this year’s Well-Being Week, we leaned on the voices of our employee resource
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and caregiver support groups to foster participation and engagement. Members shared messages of encouragement, the
importance of self-care and how they have utilized the firm’s breadth of resources to support their well-being. A special thank
you to Adam Maier, Michael Aigen, Michelle Corrigan Erikson, Benjamin Eastburn, Sharon Ng, Stinson alumnus Jeremy Lowe,
Jaclyn McCaleb and Jaclyn Steiner, for uplifting the importance of well-being.
Krista Larson, Director of Well-Being, has integrated an equity lens into her work and consistently partners with
Ann Jenrette-Thomas, Chief Diversity & Inclusion Officer (CDIO), as she develops and deploys a strategy to ensure the
well-being of all firm constituents. Larson reminds us, “Well-being and diversity, equity and inclusion efforts have a multitude
of natural synergies. For example, at the individual level, factors like belonging, authenticity and agency are foundational to
any person’s well-being journey. At the group level, connections with people who are different from us fosters a whole host of
positive occupational and intellectual well-being outcomes.” In order to maintain a high level of collaboration between DEI and
well-being, Larson joined the Diversity Committee and Jenrette-Thomas is on the Well-Being Committee.

CAREGIVERS SUPPORT GROUP: A VITAL FIRM COMMUNITY
As the COVID-19 pandemic continued to cause frequent quarantines and the closure of schools, day care centers and other
auxiliary services, many attorneys and staff had a particularly challenging time balancing the care and education of loved ones,
while also managing their work responsibilities.
The D&I Department hosted monthly Caregivers Support Group (CSG) meetings to provide space for staff and attorneys
to share ideas, resources and other strategies to support those with child, adult and/or elder care responsibilities during the
remote, and now hybrid, work environments. The Stinson Caregivers private Facebook group served as an additional tool where
members could support each other as they navigated an ever-changing new normal.
As Stinson transitioned into a hybrid work environment in September, the CSG meetings served as a necessary outlet for
members to discuss returning to the office, finding the right childcare and leaving anxious loved ones at home after over a
year of working remotely. The sessions became a place of affirmation and solace as we faced difficult and, at times,
overwhelming struggles.
Recognizing that many members were exhausted and burnt out, the CSG held a special session to focus on these issues.
Members listened to a Ted Talk, featuring authors Dr. Emily Nagoski and Dr. Amelia Nagoski, on how to unlock the stress
cycle. The Ted Talk walked through several strategies to help people complete the stress cycle, and in doing so, mitigate the
effects of stress on physical and mental health. The D&I Department supplemented the discussion by providing tools and
resources for the group. Additionally, the D&I Department partnered with Human Resources to conduct presentations and
Q&A sessions on the benefits offered by the firm and how our employees can utilize these services to obtain backup care for
children, adults, elders and pets, as well as therapy to help them manage their well-being.

D&I
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Recruiting
CONTINUED SUCCESS WITH THE 1L MINORITY FELLOW PROGRAM
Stinson is proud to celebrate our continued success with the 1L Minority
Fellowship Program. The fellowship, launched in 2018 with the intent to provide
the firm a direct pipeline of talent, offers up to $30,000 in tuition assistance
and a summer associate position. Two additional fellows have become a part of
the firm: Nicole Johnson and Eman Qureshi joined the firm as associates in
September. Johnson, a Washington University School of Law graduate, joined
Associate, Nicole Johnson
Associate, Eman Qureshi
our St. Louis office in the Real Estate & Public Finance, Tax Credit & Incentive
Finance Practice Division and Qureshi, a University of Minnesota School of Law graduate, joined our Minneapolis office in the
Healthcare and Insurance Practice Division. We congratulate and welcome Johnson and Qureshi to the firm.
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI DIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIP
Stinson has supported an endowed scholarship at the University of Missouri-Columbia since 1982. This scholarship offers up
to three years of financial support to a 1L law student. Recently, Pat Konopka, Diversity Committee Co-Chair, and Recruiting
Committee Chairs Brittany Barrientos, Ashley Dillon and Jere Sellers worked with the university to modify the scholarship
terms, allowing Stinson more participation in the award selection process.
HOSTING THE ANNUAL VIEW OF LAW FIRM LIFE, WITH A VIRTUAL TWIST
Stinson’s annual View of Law Firm Life program had to pivot to a virtual format, given COVID-19 protocols. This program
is designed for first-year law students from underrepresented communities to obtain a glimpse of the practice of law in a
large law firm. During the program, students also received tips and advice to help them navigate the recruiting process. Our
Recruiting Department, Chief Attorney Recruiting and Professional Development Officer Lynda Moore, Jessica Pixler and
Stinson alum Leigha Jensen, did an amazing job of creating an experience that gave students a sense of the firm’s culture in a
virtual landscape. Students also learned about the firm’s DEI initiatives from Diversity Committee Co-Chairs Pat Konopka and
Shane Swanson and the D&I Department. Members of the firm’s Employee Resource Groups (ERGs) shared how the groups
have been impactful in their careers and influenced the firm’s initiatives. A special thank you to Traci Bransford, Lauren Haahr,
Renee Henson, David S. Kim, Megan McCurdy and Tammie Ptacek for engaging in a robust discussion and sharing careerenhancing strategies with the group. The program ended with a virtual networking session, allowing students the opportunity to
get to know our Recruiting and Diversity Committee members in a relaxed setting.
KANSAS CITY OFFICE 1L INTERVIEW DAY
In 2020, the Kansas City Recruiting Committee successfully redesigned the 1L summer associate call-back interview process
into a day-long event where students meet with the second round of interviewers and also get the benefit of a lunch-time
presentation. In 2021, the 1L Interview Day was virtual. CDIO Ann Jenrette-Thomas provided an inspirational and informative
lunch session on the value of adopting a grit and a growth mindset, especially given the challenges of beginning law school, and
interviewing for summer positions in a virtual setting. She reminded students that they can achieve success by learning from
failures and mistakes, practicing optimism and cultivating strong habits. Diversity Committee Co-Chair Pat Konopka and the
D&I Department met with each candidate individually, providing them with more in-depth details about our initiatives.
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SUPPORTING OUR 2021 SUMMER ASSOCIATES
Stinson’s Summer Associate Program has been a crucial component in helping our firm increase the number of
underrepresented attorneys at the firm. In 2021, Stinson hosted its second fully remote summer associate program and 100%
of the summer associate class consisted of people from underrepresented backgrounds. This year, we expanded our program
to include an additional 1L Leadership Counsel on Legal Diversity (LCLD) Scholar, in partnership with Hallmark. Members of
the Diversity Committee and the D&I Department met individually with the summer associates to introduce them to Stinson
and to share more about the firm’s DEI initiatives. The summer associates received a list of “connectors” that included the list
of ERGs and their leaders, along with other key leaders to contact during their summer. The summer associates participated
in Stinson’s Diversity Week activities and were invited to ERG meetings and networking activities. Congratulations to the
Recruiting Department for hosting another stellar virtual program.

Diversity of Our 2L Summer Associate Classes

83%
72%
69%
57%
2016

2017

2018

41%

2019

100%
85%

2021

2020

DIVERSITY OF LATERAL
HIRES IN 2021
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Retention & Advancement
BOARD OF DIRECTORS UNANIMOUSLY ELECTS ALLISON MURDOCK AS MANAGING PARTNER
Allison Murdock was unanimously elected by Stinson’s Board of Directors to
serve as managing partner, following a year-long assessment and candidacy
process. Murdock began her term as managing partner of the firm on
July 1, 2021, alongside Deputy Managing Partner David Crosby. She is
Stinson’s first female managing partner, succeeding Mark Hinderks in
serving and supporting 450 attorneys in 12 offices nationwide. Serving as
managing partner for 11 years, Hinderks steered the firm and its constituents
through significant growth, as well as a renewed focus on client service and a
deepening commitment to diversity and inclusion. The Diversity Committee
appreciates Hinderks’ myriad of efforts in helping the advancement of DEI
during his tenure.
During her term, Murdock plans to focus on strategic growth in current
and new markets, cultivating the firm’s next generation of high performing
lawyers and continuing the expansion of the firm’s use of innovation to
better meet client needs.

“A commitment to diversity, equity and
inclusion is a key part of Stinson’s core values.
The success of our attorneys is paramount,
and central to this success is ensuring that
our core values are integrated into all major
firm decisions. I look forward to partnering
with the Diversity Committee, Board of
Directors, firm leaders and the Diversity and
Inclusion team to further advance diversity,
equity and inclusion at the firm.”

Murdock previously served as the firm’s deputy managing partner, a
leadership role she assumed in 2010, and has served on Stinson’s Board
Allison Murdock
of Directors since 2003. Prior to serving as deputy managing partner,
MANAGING PARTNER
Murdock held several leadership positions at the firm, including being a
member of the firm’s Diversity Committee. She has been recognized as
Corporate Counsel’s 2018 National Women in Law Honoree for Innovative Leadership, named one of Benchmark Litigation’s
Top 250 Women in Litigation, and is one of the Kansas City Business Journal’s Women Who Mean Business.
As the new deputy managing partner, Crosby replaced Murdock as a member of the Diversity Committee. The Diversity
Committee appreciates Murdock and Crosby’s commitment to DEI and looks forward to continuing to work together to
enhance Stinson’s DEI efforts.
“I just want to tell you how happy it made me seeing a ‘Middle Eastern/
North African’ racial classification box on the UKG [Pro] site. I do not
think I have ever seen a MENA box in any application I have ever done
outside of metro-Detroit. It makes me so happy because although the U.S.
federal government labels me as white, I stopped checking off the ‘white’
box because I do not see myself as white and society does not treat me
(an Iraqi-American) as white. It definitely feels very nice knowing the firm
acknowledges me enough to provide me a box.”

Asma Ali

ASSOCIATE, KANSAS CITY
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DATA: UNDERSTANDING
THE DEMOGRAPHICS
OF OUR POPULATION
Data is an important driver
of DEI initiatives; it allows
us to determine where to
focus our efforts and to
meaningfully measure our
progress. In order for data
to be effective, it has to be
accurate. To ensure that we
are accurately capturing data,
we partnered with Human

Resources to update our Human Resource Information System, with respect to self-reporting. Under the new system, we were
able to reposition the opt-in choice for the LGBTQ+ category so that it is more prominent and easy to find. In recognition
of the growing number of individuals who do not identify as either male or female, we updated our gender identity fields to
include “nonbinary” and “prefer not to answer” as options. We also added an option for individuals to racially identify as Middle
Eastern/North African (MENA). While individuals from this region are categorized by the federal government as Caucasian,
many do not have a lived experience as Caucasian.

Partner Elevation: Percentage of Partner Class from Underrepresented Groups
2019

At Stinson, Alternative Work
Schedule (AWS) is not a barrier
to partnership. As many as 25% of
prior new partner classes consisted
of attorneys on AWS prior to
making partner.

2020
2021
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ACCELERATE SPONSORSHIP PROGRAM — MAKING PROGRESS DESPITE THE PANDEMIC
Accelerate, a two-year formal sponsorship program, launched in the
winter of 2020 as an initiative to support and champion the business
development success of underrepresented partners. The sponsors for
this pilot program were Jack Bowling, Dominic Cecere, Steve Cosentino,
Chuck Hatfield and Todd Noteboom. The protégés were Robin Carlson,
Jennifer Cooke-Yin, David S. Kim, Sharon Ng and Bernadette Sargeant.
As each protégé and sponsor navigated the changing market due to the
global pandemic, they identified ways to connect with one another and
provide value to clients. In January, we hosted a protégés training session
with Chief Marketing and Business Development Officer Jon Mattson
and Director of Business Development Amanda Bakken to review their
business development goals and utilization of firm tools to support their
plans. Throughout the year, the protégés held brainstorming sessions
where they shared strategies for mentoring younger associates, cross
marketing, building pitch teams and navigating diversity challenges. In
November, the cohort members deepened their understanding of one
another through an interactive “Point Five” exercise moderated by
consultants Dimitri Islam, Esq. and Parisha Shah, Ph.D.

“I appreciate how the Accelerate program
has provided us with opportunities to share
our experiences with senior leaders within the
firm so that we could have more meaningful
conversations on DEI issues. I also enjoyed
the peer mentoring sessions that allowed us
to discuss challenges we’ve been facing (and
celebrate successes) in a safe space.”

David S. Kim

PARTNER, ST. LOUIS

Despite the pandemic-related challenges, each protégé increased their
originations and working collections each year. The program results show
that the protégés collectively increased their originations by 220%
(totaling $2,182,442) in just two years. Congratulations to all of the protégés!

D&I
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STINSON SECURES MANSFIELD 4.0 CERTIFICATION PLUS DESIGNATION
Stinson participated in Diversity Lab’s Mansfield
4.0 certification process, which is modeled after
the National Football League’s Rooney Rule.
The certification process works to ensure that
underrepresented attorneys are in the pipeline
for promotion and future leadership opportunities
within law firms. The Mansfield Rule measures
whether 30% of candidate pools for lateral hires, equity promotions, pitch teams, firm committee and firm leadership roles
are comprised of women, people of color, attorneys with disabilities and those who are LGBTQ+. Through participation
in Mansfield, the firm created more robust systems for tracking data and identified opportunities to increase the pool of
underrepresented candidates.
For the second year in a row, Stinson received Mansfield Certification Plus status. By achieving “Plus” status, we met or
exceeded the pipeline consideration requirements for certification and achieved at least 30% underrepresented lawyer
representation in a notable number of current leadership roles and committees. Without the support and engagement of firm
leadership and the recruitment, proposal and business development teams, we could not have achieved these remarkable results.

One of the benefits of achieving Mansfield Certification Plus status is to have newly promoted underrepresented partners
attend the client forums hosted by the Diversity Lab, with sessions led by in-house leaders. Leaders provided candid insight
into the challenges faced by legal departments and best practices for working with in-house counsel. J. Nicci Warr,
Sharon Markowitz, Tricia Kaufman and Stinson alum Samir Mehta were also invited to pitch sessions where they discussed
their practice and the firm’s services, and secured connections for future business development.
Stinson has since begun the Mansfield 5.0 certification process, running from July 2021 to July 2022. The 5.0 iteration has
expanded to include the consideration of underrepresented populations for hiring and promotion in C-suite roles and attorney
nominations to the Chambers USA publication. In addition, organizations are now required to track candidate pools in a
disaggregated manner to measure the impact of the Mansfield Rule on each underrepresented group.
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WORK ALLOCATION MONITORING SYSTEM - PILOT SUCCESS
In 2019, Stinson launched a pilot program, the Work Allocation Monitoring
System (WAMS), to ensure that all associates have equitable access to
career-enhancing assignments, and to mitigate any potential unconscious
biases in assignment distribution. Studies show that unconscious biases,
such as giving work to those who are in close physical proximity (availability bias) or with whom one has a close connection
(affinity bias), can impair the ability of underrepresented professionals from obtaining assignments that advance their
professional competencies and business development opportunities. Moreover, higher percentages of women are saddled with
“office housework.” Office housework consists of important tasks that are often undervalued, such as administrative work that
keeps things moving forward and social or emotional labor that helps with inclusion, belonging and retention.
WAMS supports associate development in two ways. First, it provides a roadmap for associates about the specific skills –
competencies – they should be developing based on their tenure and practice area. This is particularly crucial for first generation
lawyers, many of whom may not realize the variety of skills they need to develop at different stages to be adequately prepared
for partnership. Second, the associate works with an Associate Development Liaison, a partner from the practice group,
to develop a plan that will assist them in becoming proficient in each
competency. One associate stated, “I find it very helpful to start tracking
core competencies and to receive feedback about my relative progress,
including what I should begin prioritizing.”

“The Work Allocation Monitoring System
has been created to support associates as
they develop the skills necessary to become
successful lawyers. Associates have utilized
the system to take charge of their careers.
Through the pilot, we have seen a noticeable
improvement in associate competencies.”

Robin Carlson

PARTNER, KANSAS CITY

Given the importance of this initiative, Stinson has installed Robin Carlson
and Tammie Ptacek as the Practice Development Counsel. These full-time
positions will replace the Associate Development Liaison roles to ensure
adequate time and consistency in supporting associates to obtain careerenhancing assignments, essential feedback, and the resources they need
to succeed. Based on feedback, we developed new tools to better assist in
advancing associate progress. A special thank you to Robin Carlson, William
Greene, Jeremy Root and Shane Swanson for serving as the Associate
Development Liaisons during the WAMS pilot, Lynda Moore and the
Professional Development team, Emily Dalbec and the Finance team, and
Business Systems Analyst Mark Holmberg, who have continued to support
the evolution of this program.

LCLD FELLOW AND PATHFINDER
Stinson continued its development of future leaders through participation in the LCLD Pathfinder and Fellows program. These
programs provide extensive training and networking opportunities for early- and mid-career attorneys. Due to the virtual
landscape, LCLD expanded programming to ensure that attorney engagement would remain consistent and impactful. After
a rigorous selection process, we selected two talented attorneys to participate in the 2021 programs. Our 2021 Pathfinder is
Christina Hansen, a Wichita associate in our Business and Litigation practice division. Hansen’s practice focuses on complex
litigation, including product liability,
employment law, business litigation and
“The program taught me valuable strategies to build
trade secret misappropriation. Our 2021
my practice and underscored the vital importance of
Fellow, Jeannie Boettler, is a partner in
supporting other diverse attorneys at every opportunity.”
our St. Louis office, who uses her life
Christina Hansen
sciences expertise in her intellectual
ASSOCIATE,
WICHITA
property practice to prepare and
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prosecute patents and protect intellectual property assets. At the
completion of the 2021 LCLD program year, Hansen and Boettler will
join nearly 4,000 LCLD alumni as they continue to serve as role models
and mentors to future generations.
In light of the recent events in our country, LCLD has launched a new
initiative, Leaders at the Front, where leaders of law firms and corporate
legal departments actively pledge to make diversity and inclusion a top
priority within their organizations. The pledge is more than a statement;
it is a blueprint for fostering organizational change. As part of LCLD’s
Leaders at the Front, Managing Partner Allison Murdock publicly
committed to using her position, platform and voice to ensure that DEI
are integrated into all major law firm decisions, including hiring, work
allocation, partner promotions and leadership roles. At Stinson, we are
committed to implementing strategies to reduce the attrition rate of
women lawyers, and will continue working on matters which eradicate
systemic racism and develop a plan to ensure that underrepresented
lawyers are included in the firm’s succession plans for retiring partners and
more. Learn more about Murdock’s pledge.

“I could not be more appreciative of my
opportunity to be a LCLD Fellow. This
unique program has provided relaxed, fun
networking opportunities, professional
comradery, and professional development
programs that analyze both personal and
professional character.”

Jeannie Boettler

PARTNER, ST. LOUIS

BE THE CHANGE: STINSON PARTNERS AS CHANGE-AGENTS IN ADVANCING DEI
The work of building an inclusive culture is not exclusive to leadership and the D&I Department. Instead, it requires the
intentional approach of colleagues across the organization to identify places where they can be influential and make a
meaningful contribution. To accomplish this, the Diversity Committee Co-chairs and CDIO met with our practice division
leaders and partners to discuss current diversity and inclusion objectives and how each division can help the firm successfully
meet the outlined goals.
As part of the firm’s Diversity and Inclusion Action Plan, we set a goal to have at least one-third of each practice division
consist of underrepresented lawyers. There has been a significant increase in the number of clients focused on diversity and
inclusion, making the focus on practice division diversity even more important. Through targeted recruiting efforts and a
stronger emphasis on associate development, 64% of our divisions have met or exceeded the goal.
During the firm’s 2021 partner retreat, Managing Partner Allison Murdock stressed the firm’s continued commitment to DEI
under her leadership. CDIO Ann Jenrette-Thomas provided an update on the firm’s diversity, equity and inclusion efforts,
highlighting recent successes and focusing on two areas of improvement. “Each and every one of you is more powerful than
you realize,” Jenrette-Thomas reminded the partners. “You are the conduits of inclusion. You are the one who can extend an
invitation to lunch, or invite a partner to a client meeting or take the extra time to provide feedback. So you have more power
than I do as the Chief D&I Officer to drive inclusion.”
Partners engaged in small group discussions focused on diversity challenges in lateral attorney recruiting, attrition of
underrepresented lawyers and possible solutions. Each partner was also asked to evaluate their personal contributions to
the firm’s efforts and pinpoint areas where they could meaningfully boost our initiatives by mitigating bias, supporting other
partners through credit sharing, intentional networking and building authentic relationships across differences.
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JOINING THE BAR TO ADVANCE DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION IN THE KANSAS CITY LEGAL MARKET
The Kansas City Metropolitan Bar Association (KCMBA) reaffirmed its
commitment with a new Diversity Equity and Inclusion Plan, adopted
by the Managing Partners Committee on July 19, 2021. The Bar’s first
Diversity Action Plan was established in 2004 to promote diversity
and inclusion in the Kansas City legal community. This action plan was
renewed and revised in 2009 and 2014. Stinson was a signatory to the
original plan and its renewals, and is proud to be a supporter of the bar’s
new plan.
Plan participants agree to support diversity and inclusion efforts in the
greater Kansas City legal community for the next five years by:

KCMBA DEI Collaborative kick-off meeting.

•

Engaging in the new KCMBA DEI Collaborative, which is a
forum for developing and sharing effective best practices and strategies comprised of representatives from
plan signatories

•

Provide financial support toward the implementation of the plan, including to help fund the new Diversity Equity and
Inclusion Director position at KCMBA

•

Annually report DEI data to the KCMBA

•

Support and recruit from the KCMBA Heartland Legal Diversity Job Fair

•

Encourage lawyers to actively participate in the KCMBA Diversity Section and KCMBA’s DEI initiatives

We commend KCMBA for their leadership and continued commitment to diversity, equity and inclusion in the legal profession.
We are excited to work with Ángela García in her role as the new Diversity Equity and Inclusion Director and look forward to
being an engaged supporter of the plan’s initiatives.
ADVANCING RACIAL EQUITY

Addressing Violence Against the Asian Community
In honor of Asian American and Pacific Islander (AAPI) Heritage month in May, the Attorneys of Color (AoC) ERG and the
Allies Network offered a panel discussion event, “Asian American and Pacific Islander Communities: Reflections on Racism
and Violence.” During this thoughtful and engaging session, DEI Consultant, Antiracist Educator and Writer, Dr. SooJin Pate,
led our attendees through the history of racism and discrimination against the AAPI community. After the presentation by
Dr. Pate, partner Aimee Guzman Davenport moderated a panel of attorneys, including Sharon Ng, and Stinson alumni Samir
Mehta and Johnny Wang, who shared how they navigated these issues personally and professionally.
The panelists described their experiences being a member of the AAPI community, and their insights regarding marginalization
and allyship. Panelists discussed growing up in the U.S., their journeys to their current careers and reflected on what they
would tell their younger selves. Panelists described the ways that the stereotypes of “yellow peril,” “perpetual foreigner” and
“model minority” have shown up in their careers, and the ways that the recent violence directed at AAPI communities has
affected them.
“The panel event ‘Asian American and Pacific Islander Communities: Reflections on Racism and Violence’ promoted a vital
sense of unity and healing among our attorneys and staff of Asian descent, especially in light of the preceding months of
increased violence against Asian communities in the United States,” said Partner Sharon Ng. “Dr. Soojin Pate’s presentation
during the panel highlighted the importance of understanding America’s racial history, and panelists from within and outside
of our firm shared personal experiences highlighting the complicated history of being Asian in America. The result was a rich
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and invaluable discussion. In the days following the panel, I received multiple emails and calls from our colleagues, expressing
gratitude for the panel. I am so grateful our firm provides a platform for our DEI initiatives to grow and flourish.”
This discussion was both informative and deeply moving. The panelists reminded us about the importance of allies and the need
to have these types of candid conversations on challenging topics.
SUPPORTING THE WORK OF THE LAW FIRM ANTIRACISM ALLIANCE
In 2020, Stinson joined the Law Firm Antiracism Alliance
(LFAA), dedicating pro bono hours to examine and dismantle
laws that perpetuate racism. Over the past year, the LFAA has
begun to categorize a database of laws throughout the U.S.,
and Stinson attorneys have signed on to be liaisons for working
groups. We are grateful for the leadership of Pro Bono Director
Theresa Hughes and Senior Pro Bono Manager Katie Cronin
for directing these efforts.

WORKING GROUP

STINSON REPRESENTATIVE

Access to Justice

Tom Nelson

Banking/Consumer Issues

Bob Monroe

Criminal Legal System

Perry Glantz

Disability Justice

Carrie Francis

Education

Robin Carlson

Employment

Bernadette Sargeant

Environmental Justice

Roberts Botts, Jr.

Healthcare

Mary Foarde

Homelessness

Tim Laycock

Housing

Brian Weaver

Immigration

Harvey Reiter and Alisa Nickel Ehrlich

Philanthropy

Sara Welch

Policing

Bryan Rose

Public Benefits

Sara Noel

Reproductive Justice

Janet Hendrickson, Ph.D.

ANTIRACISM TRAINING
To support our antiracism efforts, the Pro Bono and D&I departments created a racial equity training. This in-depth program
covered the definitions of race and racism and explained how the law has been utilized to help perpetuate the status quo that
creates inequities. By engaging in this training, attorneys and paralegals are better able to apply a racial equity lens to the firm’s
pro bono work. We launched the first session with our new attorney class in January 2021.

D&I
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STINSON

Stinson celebrated its seventh Diversity Week in June 2021. Inspired by the
elevation of Allison Murdock to managing partner, this year’s theme focused on
gender equity. In celebration, we hosted Hilarie Bass, former Greenberg
Traurig, LLP co-president and the 141st president of the American Bar
Association. During her tenure as ABA president, Bass focused on gender
parity and launched the initiative “Achieving Long-Term Careers for Women
in the Law.” The initiative studied why women leave the practice of law and
identified strategies to help law firms reduce the attrition of women lawyers.
Through Bass’ keynote, we learned that the pandemic took a devastating toll on
women in the workplace, leaving millions unemployed and 1 in 4 women feeling
an urge to leave the workforce. A key driver of this disparity is the increased
burden of unpaid care — shopping, cooking, cleaning and taking care of children
and parents in the household — which is disproportionately carried by women,
including women lawyers. We also learned, despite comprising 45% of associate
ranks, women represent only 21% of equity partners in the legal profession. Bass
noted several studies that reveal women lawyers report having unequal access
to key assignments, clients, credit, mentors and sponsors, as well as having to
deal with subtle biases, including likeability bias, performance bias, maternal bias,
attribution bias, affinity bias and double discrimination and intersectionality.

NATIONALLY

CELEBRATING OUR SEVENTH ANNUAL DIVERSITY WEEK

0

At Stinson, we are proud to have a higher-than-average representation of women equity partners and in attorney leadership
roles and in the C-suite, but recognize that we can do more to increase the representation of women in the partnership ranks.
We used interactive learning sessions to demonstrate how to address the gender biases that often show up in the workplace.
Using vignettes, participants learned to identify different biases, understand the impact of the biased behavior and discover
methods to interrupt biased behaviors.
CONGRATULATIONS SHARON NG, 2021 STINSON DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION CHAMPION
Sharon Ng, a partner in our Phoenix office, was recognized as the firm’s 2021
Diversity and Inclusion Champion. Sharon has been a tireless champion for diversity,
equity and inclusion both within and outside of our firm by serving as mentor for
new associates, serving as the inaugural co-chair of the AoC ERG and as a dedicated
member of the firm’s Diversity Committee. Ng has also led numerous efforts to
advance diversity within the Arizona bar.

Partner Sharon Ng recognized with the firm’s 2021
Diversity and Inclusion Champion award.
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We encouraged our colleagues to take to heart some of Ng’s words of wisdom: “I
encourage all of my D&I advocates to persevere, which is much easier to do when
we create bonds between affinity groups and allies. We need to collectively identify
the issues we face, along with effective ways to address them. Perseverance is key
because change takes time even though we believe it should happen overnight. Do
not be afraid to jettison what is not working and try something new. The D&I space
evolves quickly. We must remain nimble yet sure-footed to ensure that we are able
to maintain positive and supportive D&I spaces within our organizations.”

HONORING JUNETEENTH
Juneteenth is the oldest nationally celebrated commemoration of the ending of slavery in the United States. In 1863, President
Lincoln signed the Emancipation Proclamation; however, enforcement of the proclamation generally relied on the advance
of Union troops. Because Texas was the most remote of the slave states, it took nearly two and a half years for news of the
proclamation to reach the state. On June 19, 1865, Union Major General Gordon landed in Galveston, Texas with news that the
war had ended and that the enslaved were now free. Celebrations erupted across the area, marking June 19 — what would later
become known as Juneteenth — as the end of slavery.
In honor of the 156th anniversary of Juneteenth, Stinson closed our offices early for personal reflection and recognition of the
work that still needs to be done to advance racial justice. The D&I Department curated a list of virtual Juneteenth celebrations
employees and staff could attend to learn more.
Since Juneteenth 2022 falls on a Sunday, Stinson will close our offices for the full day on Monday, June 20, 2022, in
recognition of this significant holiday.
EMPLOYEE RESOURCE GROUPS
Stinson’s nine ERGs have a profound impact on creating a sense of belonging and community, offering support and resources
to their members and are vital to the firm’s retention efforts. To increase member engagement, the D&I Department hosted
leader trainings to set goals and identify opportunities to collaborate among groups. We are extremely appreciative of the
energy and commitment each ERG leader has given to their group.

Attorneys of Color
Partner Brittany Barrientos assumed leadership of the AoC ERG in March 2021.
This year, the ERG shook things up, bidding farewell to several long-time members of
the group who moved to exciting in-house positions, while also welcoming members
of Stinson’s two most diverse associate classes in history, as well as a number of
talented lateral attorneys. This resulted in focusing our meetings on team building and
mentoring to continue and, in some cases, begin building professional and personal
relationships. In October, the virtual team-building culminated when a critical mass of
AoC ERG partners, and some allies, reconnected in person over a Chicago dim sum.
There, AoC partners discussed how members will continue to support each other and
work together toward the firm’s focus on retention.
Our members hosted a number of substantive discussions, including a very powerful
“Asian American and Pacific Islander Communities: Reflections on Racism and
Violence” panel moderated by Aimee Guzman Davenport, and the “From Bystander
to Upstander: Active Allyship for Marginalized Attorneys” presentation, including
Traci Bransford and Elsa Manzanares as panelists. Both of these presentations
humanized the experience of our attorneys in their communities and offered
concrete examples of the role allies can play in supporting our attorneys of color.

AoC ERG members at the Judge Kit Carson Roque Jr.
Scholarship Banquet.

The AoC ERG also cheered on its members as Stinson alumnus H. Russell Frisby, Jr. was recognized as Lawyer of the
Year-Regulatory, Robert Bain as Lawyer of the Year-Patent, Sharon Ng recognized by Chambers’ Diversity & Inclusion Awards,
Highly Commended and U.S. Lawyer of the Year, Adine Momoh as National Bar Association 40 Under 40,
Ann Jenrette-Thomas as Minnesota Lawyer D&I Award Winner, Traci Bransford as Notable Woman in Law, Aalok Sharma
and Javier Torres as Best Lawyers in America Ones to Watch, among others.
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Staff of Color
Amanda Panagakis (Phoenix Office Manager) and Caleb Belknap (Compliance and Audit Manager) assumed leadership of
the Staff of Color ERG in January 2021. The ERG revitalized efforts and increased the number of new members in 2021.
The ERG hosted several meetings, with robust discussion and strategy sharing, which has built more connectivity, especially
in a virtual environment. To set the foundation for engagement, the group began the year with a video and dialogue about
the definition of “people of color,” how we personally identified with this categorization and its affect, if any, on professional
workplace experiences. To continue building relationships, the group invited Stinson’s Director of Well-Being, Krista Larson,
to lead a discussion on resilience, particularly in relation to the challenge of
transitioning to a hybrid work environment.

LGBTQ+
LGBTQ+ ERG Chair Drew Glasnovich and Stinson alumnus David
Dobmeyer championed the inclusion of pronouns within email signature
blocks and firm bios. As both a legal services provider and employer, we
want our constituents to feel comfortable and supported being themselves,
including what makes them unique. When a person accidentally misgenders
someone, it can be embarrassing for both parties, create tension and lead
to communication breakdowns across teams and with clients. As part
of Stinson’s ongoing commitment to creating a culture of inclusion and
belonging, we now offer anyone who wishes to add pronouns to their email
signature, intranet profile, firm bio, Zoom profile and/or LinkedIn the option
to do so. Response to this new option has been well received and adopted by
more than 25% of our constituents.

“I applaud our firm for enabling attorneys
and staff to designate pronouns. By
giving people the option to list their
pronouns in their bios, email signature
and other areas, we honor people’s identities
and help promote understanding and
respectful communication.”

Drew Glasnovich

ASSOCIATE, MINNEAPOLIS

The firm was recognized for its commitment to LGBTQ+ workplace equality
with a perfect score of 100 on the Human Rights Campaign’s 2021 Corporate Equality Index (CEI). As a result of the firm’s
workplace protections, employee benefits and public engagement in the LGBTQ+ community, the firm received “Best Place
to Work for LGBTQ Equality” designation for the fourth consecutive year. ERG members also continue to champion efforts
for LGBTQ+ equality within the larger legal profession through sponsorship and participation in events such as the Twin Cities
Human Rights Campaign Dinner and the Midwest Gay and Lesbian Chamber of Commerce.

Veterans
Partner Benjamin Eastburn assumed leadership of the Veterans ERG
in January 2021. The ERG raised the profile of the firm’s veterans
throughout 2021. To commemorate Memorial Day, ERG members
shared what the day means to them and encouraged firm colleagues to
offer financial support to several veterans’ services organizations within
our communities. Partner and ERG member Brigadier General
Steve Schemenauer issued a moving Memorial Day message at the
American Legion Post in Delano, Minnesota, which was distributed across
the firm. In July, several of our professional staff shared their Fourth
of July traditions on social media to kick off the holiday weekend. The
Partner Benjamin Eastburn in 2005 receiving his surface warfare
ERG members wrapped up the year by hosting a law school recruiting
officers pin. Featured on the firm’s social media honoring Memorial Day.
event where Schemenauer, fellow Partner Todd Phelps and attorneys
Allison Kruse and Gerry Griffith discussed how military service has influenced their legal career and provided advice for future
attorneys. Eastburn served as moderator.
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Phoenix Inclusion Council
With the continued remote environment the Phoenix Inclusion Council, led by attorney James Camoriano and Amanda
Panagakis (Phoenix Office Manager), stayed connected through virtual social hours, monthly newsletters and book clubs.
The newsletter always features information on the history of diverse holidays and a delicious recipe to try at home. Since
travel was limited, the council pivoted the focus of the personal interest section from vacation photos to featuring “The Real
Housepets of Stinson.” With photo collages and funny stories, it has been heartwarming to learn about our colleagues’ furry
family members.
As the firm moved into a hybrid-working environment, the Phoenix Inclusion Council hosted a month-long, office-wide
scavenger hunt to build excitement and reconnect with one another. The stakes to win were high, with numerous gift cards
and car wash certificates on the line. Legal administrative assistants Lindsay Petrowski and Kathleen Kaupke successfully
gathered treasure and documented their travails to score enough points and secure first and second place prizes. Members of
the Phoenix Inclusion Council look forward to 2022 where they hope to resume potlucks, community service and fundraising
activities as a group.

Denver Inclusion Council
The Denver office has continued hosting diversity and inclusion discussion groups, which originally began in the fall of 2020.
These meetings cover a variety of topics, both current and historical, to provoke engaging and necessary discussions among
the members of the office. In January, Partner Robert Botts, Jr. led a timely discussion on the January 6, 2021 Capitol riot. In
February, in honor of Black History Month, attorney Hailey Perkins led a discussion where all participants shared information
about a black hero. In March, attorneys Lucas Schneider and Judith Araujo facilitated a discussion and debate on Confederate
monuments. In April, in the spirit of sharing diversity and inclusion aspirations and inspirations, Partner Perry Glantz led a
discussion of Amanda Gorman’s poem, “The Hill We Climb.” In May, Partner Ryan Sugden led a topical discussion on equity
in workplace meetings and how to identify and counteract bias in such meetings. After a brief hiatus for the summer, the
discussions resumed in October, with paralegal Tayler Bradley leading a discussion on minority-owned and operated businesses
and organizations in the Denver area. As the meetings continue, these discussion groups allow the Denver office to have
increasingly candid conversations on a variety of DEI topics, providing a space for learning and sharing diverse perspectives.

Women’s Initiatives
R.I.S.E. Initiative
Stinson hosted another successful year of our Rainmaking. Influencing. Succeeding. Elevating. (R.I.S.E.) business development
program, designed for supporting the business growth of Stinson’s women attorneys. R.I.S.E. includes two components:
quarterly business development trainings curated in partnership with our women attorneys and business development team and
small group sessions where women attorneys can practice the skills learned and share strategies for implementing the content.
2021 programming kicked off with “Top 10 Tips for Webinars & Presentations,” which equipped attorneys with tips for
designing speaking opportunities that will be engaging and effective. Moderator Amanda Bakken and panelists Stinson alumna
Lariss Maldonado, Partners Susan Warshaw Ebner and Amy Conway led the discussion on garnering speaking opportunities,
preparation strategies and maximizing the event with effective follow-up techniques.
Guest presenter Heather Whelpley presented, “Imposter Syndrome – And What to Do About It.” Whelpley helped us
understand imposter syndrome and its consequences. Most importantly, we learned that by truly knowing ourselves, we can
begin to overcome the imposter syndrome. Knowing that most individuals suffer from imposter syndrome at some point,
attorneys also learned how to support a colleague navigating this challenge.
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Our third quarter session focused on, “Building and Leveraging a Strong Referral Network.” Business Development Manager
Ashley Vetter led a presentation on artful techniques to utilize, while building your brand internally and externally. Partners
Laura Halferty and Brittany Barrientos, as well as associate Christina Hansen, shared their proven approaches for developing
connections by networking within the firm’s ERGs and practice divisions, along with how they balance personal relationships
with business development opportunities.
Our final session of the year, “The RFP/Pitch Process – How to Improve Your Chances of Winning the Work,” was led
by Business Development Director Amanda Bakken and Proposal Manager Melissa Gall. Bakken and Gall shared valuable
information about the RFP process, including techniques for assembling a winning team, using research to inform your
strategy, developing “win themes” and rehearsing for RFP interviews. Partners Christine Eid and Sharon Ng, as well as
associate Amanda Rapp, shared specific examples of how they have stayed top of mind for prospective opportunities and how
they prepare for a client interview to best highlight their skills and abilities.
Thank you to all who served as R.I.S.E. Connections group leaders: Christina Arnone, Deborah Bayles, Jeannie Boettler,
Lisa Pool Byrne, Judith Carlson, Eileen Day, Krishma Desai-Soni, Ashley Dillon, Melinda Dugas, Susan Warshaw Ebner,
Michelle Fox, Jennifer Kim, Kalissa Kleine, Pat Konopka, Cara McLaughlin, Laura Nelson, Tammie Ptacek, Lisa Rippey,
Bernadette Sargeant, Penny Slicer, Kenda Tomes, Nicci Warr and Heather Esau Zerger.

Kansas City Women ERG
Under new leaders Partner Molly Walsh Keppler and attorney Erin Naeger, the Kansas City Women’s ERG started 2021 by
helping its members prepare for returning to work in the office. ERG members met with firm leadership, including Allison
Murdock, Shawn Adams and Mark Iba, to discuss the unique challenges its members faced in transitioning away from work
from home. Among the issues they touched on were the firm’s goals in returning to the office and managing concerns about
exposure to COVID-19 for those with children, or others at home who cannot be vaccinated.
The ERG members checked in with each other virtually this year, due to the ongoing pandemic. Each meeting included
a spotlight on one associate and one partner, or of counsel, in order to allow members to get to know each other both
professionally and personally. Members also continued to actively participate in Connection groups through the
R.I.S.E. program.
In furtherance of the ERG’s goal to reduce the attrition rate of women lawyers, it ended the year with a panel of women client
representatives to discuss strategies they are implementing in their own workplaces to achieve that goal. Following the client
panel, the ERG plans to brainstorm and implement strategies to ensure that women are included as part of the succession
plans for retiring partners and as part of the attorney
teams for the firm’s clients.

Minneapolis Women Partners ERG
The Minneapolis Women Partners ERG , led by
Partners Tammie Ptacek and Audrey Fenske, has
launched “coffee break” meetings with the associates
so they may connect and get to know each other
better, raise issues and solicit advice. The group
hosted their annual Women’s Event with author and
chef Amy Thielen, who provided a short cooking
demonstration, and lively discussion of her memoir,
“Give a Girl a Knife.” Hosting the event virtually
allowed a larger audience to attend.
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Minneapolis women attorneys at the ERG Winter Gathering.

Minneapolis Women Associates ERG
In January 2021, attorneys Nicole Faulkner and Amy Johns became co-chairs of the Minneapolis Women Associates ERG.
The ERG experienced tremendous engagement throughout the year, despite being in a virtual setting. The group focused on
getting to know one another and used collaborative learning exercises to build connections. Summer associates were included
in activities and got a better sense of life as an associate.

St. Louis Women’s ERG
In January 2021, Partner Janet Hendrickson, Ph.D. joined Partner Michelle Corrigan Erickson as a co-chair of the St. Louis
Women’s ERG. Despite the challenges presented by a remote environment, group members continued to be a resource
for each other by hosting regular coffee sessions to reduce isolation and share tips for balancing personal and professional
responsibilities. The ERG has also used the coffee sessions to spotlight two to three attorneys to learn more about one
another’s career paths.
Business development is an area of particular interest, as members of the group are in varying stages within their careers. The
group focused on business development by continuing to engage in R.I.S.E. programming, as well as through sharing business
development tools.
The group closed the year with an outdoor in-person event in October. Gathering at the home of Michelle Corrigan Erikson,
members enjoyed the opportunity to see each other after the last 18 months of working virtually.

WE WON
The West to East Women’s Office Network (WE WON) ERG , co-chaired by Partners Alisa Nickel Ehrlich and
Deborah Deitsch-Perez, utilized the platform to deepen their knowledge of one another’s practice area, specialty niches,
elevator pitch and memorable facts or talents. During each meeting, the group highlighted several members, including a
meeting that celebrated the opening of the new Denver office and featured women from this office.
Recognizing that business development continues to present challenges for attorneys, especially in the remote working
environment, Business Development Director Amanda Bakken, offered a session on best practices for using the firm’s business
development platform to maximize 2021 goals.
As the firm transitioned back to working in the office, members discussed best practices for making the shift in work
environments and the challenges they have navigated.
Pearls of wisdom has been a segment incorporated into each meeting to share gems and experiences to benefit one another. A
particularly memorable discussion ensued on managing expectations personally, for your colleagues and for your clients.
ALLYSHIP MEANS ACTION
Allyship is the practice of using one’s privilege for the benefit of a person experiencing hate, harassment or bias because of
a marginalized identity. It is the lifelong practice of unlearning and re-evaluating in which a person in a position of privilege
and power acts in solidarity with a marginalized group. Allies actively work to end injustice, seeking to create more equitable
environments for all people.
The Allies Network is a firm-wide group of Stinson attorneys and staff who meet quarterly to discuss a variety of diversity
and inclusion topics, equipping them to be stronger allies. This year, the Allies Network offered three sessions: “Mindfulness
in Uncertain Times,” “Asian American and Pacific Islander Communities: Reflections on Racism and Violence” and “The Ally
Continuum.”
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While many allies understand that allyship requires action, most people do not understand the types of action needed to
advance diversity, equity and inclusion within the legal profession. To help bridge this gap, Ann Jenrette-Thomas facilitated
the September Allies Network session, “The Ally Continuum.” The Ally Continuum is a great guide to help assess where one
is on their allyship journey, and the steps that they can take to advance along the continuum. Originally developed by DEI
Consultant Jennifer Brown, The Ally Continuum consists of four steps:

APATHETIC

no understanding of
the issues.

ADVOCATE

committed, routinely
and proactively
championing inclusion

AWARE

knows basic concepts,
not active on behalf
of self or others

ACTIVE

well-informed, sharing
and seeking diversity
when asked/prompted

Jenrette-Thomas explained how a person can advance along the Ally Continuum using a four-part framework. The first element
is moving from apathetic to educated, meaning you should reflect on your own experiences and educate yourself on the
experiences of different groups of people. This could include taking implicit association tests, or following thought leaders who
are different from you on social media. The second step is to move from awareness to motivation, which includes expanding
your trusted circle to be more diverse, and amplifying the voices of those who are marginalized. This element focuses on
listening, empathizing, and understanding the importance of impact versus intent. The third step is about finding your “why.”
Jenrette-Thomas discussed the importance of identifying why advancing diversity and inclusion matters to you, and ensuring
that you are raising awareness, speaking up against acts of bigotry and holding yourself accountable. The last element in this
framework involves redesigning policies, practices and norms to be more equitable by participating in the political process to
advocate for change.
The key to moving along the ally continuum can be summed up in this way: be curious, courageous and adapt a mindset that
allows you to see failure as an opportunity for growth. Being an ally is about progress, not perfection.
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Recognitions
STINSON IS A BEST LAW FIRM FOR WOMEN, TIMES THREE!
Stinson was honored as a Best Law Firm for Women by Seramount, formerly Working Mother Media, for the third year in a row.
This honor, only given to 50 firms nationwide, recognizes the significant initiatives the firm has put in place to recruit women
attorneys, place them in leadership roles, provide flexible policies to balance the needs of their family and work, and provide
training opportunities for management and leadership development.
The list highlights law firms that averaged 25% women among equity partners, compared with 23% last year, and where women
represented 40% of all lawyers overall, up from 39% in 2020. Of all female equity partners, among the firms recognized, 16%
were women of color, and women of color represented 27% of overall women lawyers, up from 26%. The application includes
more than 300 questions about attorney demographics at different levels, schedule flexibility, paid time off and parental leave,
and development and retention of women. This year, in light of COVID-19, several questions were added about the success of
working from home for lawyers.
CELEBRATING GOLD STANDARD CERTIFICATION FOR THE 11TH YEAR IN A ROW
The Women in Law Empowerment Forum (WILEF) recognized Stinson with the Gold
Standard Certification for the 11th year in a row. Stinson has received this distinction
every year since the certification began in 2011, meeting all of the benchmark criteria:
•

25% of equity partners or, alternatively, 40% of the attorneys becoming
equity partners during the past 12 months are women

•

10% of women equity partners are women of color or 4% of women equity
partners identify as LGBTQ

And meet at least two of the following criteria:
•

20% of firm and U.S. branch office heads are women

•

25% of the firm’s primary governance committee are women

•

25% of the firm’s compensation committee, or its equivalent, are women

•

20% of the top half of the firm’s equity partners, in terms of compensation, are women

We are extremely proud to have women serving at all levels of leadership within our firm, and of the work we are doing to
support the career development and advancement of our women attorneys.
STINSON SECURES LCLD TOP PERFORMER AND COMPASS AWARD RECOGNITIONS FOR THE
FOURTH CONSECUTIVE YEAR
LCLD is one of the nation’s leading organizations promoting diversity in the legal profession and consists of more than 350
corporate chief legal officers and law firm managing partners. The Top Performer award recognizes those organizations in the
top 20% for participation in LCLD activities and programs, and the Compass Award recognizes individuals and organizations
who have involvement in programs facilitated by LCLD in a single calendar year, including the Annual Membership Meeting,
Pipeline program and the Fellows and Pathfinder programs. We truly value the programs and actions set forth by LCLD, which
have provided numerous attorneys with opportunities to expand their leadership skills and for laying the foundation for a more
diverse and equitable profession.
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STINSON’S CHIEF DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION OFFICER LAUDED FOR HER LEADERSHIP
Ann Jenrette-Thomas was recognized as a 2021 Diversity and Inclusion Awards honoree
by Minnesota Lawyer. Jenrette-Thomas was chosen for her significant impact, with
respect to DEI at Stinson and in the greater community. The 13 honorees were chosen by
an independent panel and were honored at an awards celebration on October 7, 2021.
Earlier this year, Jenrette-Thomas was recognized as a 2021 Champion of Diversity by
Diversity Global Magazine. Jenrette-Thomas was one of 15 selected globally this year
for her work and commitment to embedding diversity, equity and inclusion in Stinson’s
culture and in communities across our footprint. Jenrette-Thomas was recognized for
championing DEI in creative ways, bringing about lasting cultural and systemic change
and pursuing it as a core and foundational business value.
STINSON ATTORNEYS ARE ON THE LEADING EDGE OF DEI EFFORTS

Partner, Lonnie Williams, Jr.

Sharon Ivy, Ann Jenrette-Thomas, and Rudy
Gresham at the Minnesota Lawyer D&I Awards.

Partner, Board Member and Phoenix office Managing Partner Lonnie Williams Jr., was honored
with two notable recognitions this year. The Arizona Black Bar bestowed Williams with a Lifetime
Achievement Award, which is presented to a member who has demonstrated a lifetime of dedication
and achievement, and is focused on the advancement of diversity and inclusion. Williams was also
honored with a 2021 President’s Award by the State Bar of Arizona, in recognition for his contributions
on the Bar’s Task Force on Social Justice, Bias and Inclusion.

Partner Traci Bransford was selected by Twin Cities Business as a 2020 Notable
Women in law. Honorees were selected for helping set legal precedents and mentoring the next
generation of legal leaders. Bransford has made a notable impact on the firm’s diversity and inclusion
efforts through her leadership with the AoC ERG, where she served as co-chair for three years.

Partner, Sharon Ng

Partner Sharon Ng was recognized as “Highly Commended” in the U.S. Lawyer Partner, Traci Bransford
of the Year category for Chambers’ Diversity & Inclusion Awards. This award
celebrates the significant achievements of firms and individuals who are furthering the advancement of
diversity and inclusion across the United States. The publication defined Ng as an “experienced litigator
and D&I trailblazer.” Earlier this year, Ng was also recognized with Stinson’s Diversity and Inclusion
Champion Award for her dedication to advancing attorneys of color. She has served as co-chair of the
AoC ERG for over three years and helped launch the firm’s annual Diversity Week. She also played an
integral role in the creation of the Phoenix Inclusion Council.

Partner Adine Momoh was selected as a member of the 2021-2022 class of the National Bar
Association’s Top 40 Under 40 for the Nation’s Best Advocates. This honor recognizes the nation’s
top lawyers under 40 who exemplify a broad range of high achievement, including innovation, vision,
leadership and legal and community involvement. Momoh has been an instrumental member of the
firm’s Diversity Committee for a number of years.

Partner, Adine Momoh

Partner, then senior associate, Aalok Sharma was recognized as a “Future
Leader” in the USA Private Practice-Individual Categories for the 2021 Chambers Diversity & Inclusion
Awards. Sharma is also committed to diversity efforts at Stinson, where he co-chairs our Minneapolis
summer associate recruiting efforts, and within the greater legal community through the Twin Cities
Diversity in Practice organization.
Partner, Aalok Sharma
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THANK YOU

For helping us make a difference.
STINSON 2021 DIVERSITY COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Thank you to our Diversity Committee Members for your continued support of the firm’s initiatives:
Pat Konopka, Co-Chair

Shane Swanson, Co-Chair

Megan McCurdy

James Bertand

Ashley Dillon

Adine Momoh

Robert Botts, Jr.

H. Russell Frisby, Jr.

Lynda Moore

Heidi Burton

Chuck Hatfield

Sharon Ng

Amy Conway

David S. Kim

Stephanie Scheck

Jennifer Cooke-Yin

Krista Larson

Jere Sellers

David Crosby

Jon Mattson

J. Nicci Warr

EMPLOYEE RESOURCE GROUP AND INCLUSION COUNCIL CHAIRS
Thank you to our Chairs for your continued support of the firm’s initiatives:
Attorneys of Color: Brittany Barrientos
LGBT Attorneys and Staff: Drew Glasnovich*
Kansas City Women Attorneys: Molly Walsh Keppler and Erin Naeger
Minneapolis Women Associates: Nicole Faulkner and Amy Johns
Minneapolis Women Partners: Tammie Ptacek* and Audrey Fenske
St. Louis Women Attorneys: Michelle Corrigan Erikson* and Janet Hendrickson, Ph.D.
Staff of Color: Amanda Panagakis (Phoenix Office Manager) and Caleb Belknap (Compliance and Audit Manager)
Veterans: Benjamin Eastburn
West to East Women’s Office Network (WE WON): Alisa Nickel Ehrlich* and Deborah Deitsch-Perez
Denver Inclusion Council Co-Chairs: Robert Botts, Jr. and Judith Araujo
Phoenix Inclusion Council Co-Chairs: James Camoriano and Amanda Panagakis (Phoenix Office Manager)
*Continuing ERG leadership
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A commitment to diversity, equity and inclusion is a key part of Stinson’s core values. The success of our attorneys is
paramount, and central to this success is ensuring that our core values are integrated into all major firm decisions. These
last two years have been anything but ordinary. As a nation and as a firm, we have faced unprecedented challenges and
many uncertainties. Yet, one thing remains a constant, our unyielding commitment to diversity, equity and inclusion. This
commitment has improved client service and led to better decisions as we leverage the varied perspectives of our colleagues.
Creating a truly inclusive and equitable firm does not occur overnight. It requires each of us to be intentional and not default to
what is familiar or comfortable. While we have made significant progress over the years, much remains to be done. I am grateful
for the efforts of our Diversity Committee, Board of Directors, firm leaders, ERG and Inclusion Council leaders and the D&I
Department, and look forward to partnering with them to further advance diversity, equity and inclusion at the firm.

Allison Murdock, Managing Partner

As the world and our profession continues to evolve, I’m proud of Stinson’s commitment to equity and inclusion. We are willing
to innovate solutions, and when we make mistakes, we are willing to listen and pivot our efforts. I am deeply grateful for my
amazing team, Sharon Ivy and Rudy Gresham. They are brilliant, passionate, and work tirelessly to help Stinson advance on its
diversity, equity and inclusion journey. I greatly appreciate Allison Murdock, David Crosby, Mark Hinderks, Shawn Adams,
Pat Konopka, Shane Swanson, the Board of Directors and all attorneys and staff for their ongoing commitment to the journey.
As the effects of the pandemic lingered and disrupted our normal routines, it became clear how our important diversity and
inclusion is to our lives. At its core, diversity and inclusion is about building relationships and a connection to others. It’s also
about learning from each other and broadening our perspective. Within our firm, we relied on mentors to build relationships
with new colleagues in a virtual setting and collaborated with one another to solve a myriad of unique, new challenges faced by
our clients, colleagues and communities. Yes, the pandemic introduced a swift change into our world, but we have the power
to choose how we respond and what we make of this time in our lives. Inclusion happens in the small acts of kindness and
consideration. It’s up to each of us to choose inclusion as often as we can so that all of us can thrive together.

Ann Jenrette-Thomas, Chief Diversity & Inclusion Officer

D&I
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